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large SRAM arrays are protected by ECC (error correcting
codes), data communication is protected by parity and checksums [8], [9], and critical software, including operating systems,
are executed on duplicated cores. Other techniques include
assertions [10]–[13], duplication [14], [15], [15]–[21], and data
and design diversity techniques [22]–[24] that can be employed
at the hardware or software level. Although these strategies are
largely effective, they are challenging to use in practice because
of chip area and power overheads, performance degradation,
and design complexity. Furthermore, due to the significant
probability that an error in the AV software is masked [7], many
instances of error detection degrade the AV system availability
without improving system safety.
Our Approach. We address the above-mentioned challenges by proposing DiverseAV, a lightweight, software-based
redundancy technique that exploits the temporal data diversity
present in the sensor data for detecting hardware faults. It is an
affordable alternative to a fully duplicated system for detecting
transient and permanent hardware faults. DiverseAV trades off
a marginal decrease (as compared with fully duplicated system)
in error detection coverage to achieve significantly lower design
complexity and resource overheads along with corresponding
I. I NTRODUCTION
power savings. Our approach requires no additional hardware
Autonomous vehicle (AV) technologies are advertised to and minimal modification of the AV software. DiverseAV
be transformative, with a potential for bringing greater conve- incorporates the following key ideas.
nience, improved productivity, and safer roads [1]. Ensuring the
Independent and data-diverse agents. DiverseAV instantisafety of AVs is critical for their mass deployment and public ates two independent software processes that use the same
adoption. Random hardware faults, transient or permanent [2], autonomous vehicle software code (referred to as an AI-agent
caused by power-supply spikes, electrostatic discharge, and or agent). However, unlike a fully duplicated system in which
external radiation strikes in the computational elements, such agents use the exact same sensor data, DiverseAV introduces
as CPUs, GPUs, and ASICs, used in AVs pose a significant data diversity between the two agents in which the two agents
threat to the safety of the vehicle [3], [4]. Such faults may use diverse data to compute control decisions. DiverseAV
lead to a detectable uncorrectable error (DUE) that degrades introduces data diversity by exploiting the temporal semantic
system availability or an undetected error, i.e., a silent data consistency in the autonomous vehicle workload: the sensor
corruption (SDC), that may cause vehicle misbehavior. Practical data (e.g., two subsequent video frames from camera sensors
implementations of autonomous driving systems include a fail- that provide an object’s location and environment state) do not
back system that maintains the safety of the system in the case change significantly from one time step to another (e.g., from
of a DUE. In contrast, faulty behavior due to an SDC may one time frame to another) even though the data at the bit level
lead to significant safety hazards, resulting in loss of human (i.e., bit/pixel level representation of a camera image/frame) is
life and serious damage to vehicles [5]–[7]. Future trends of vastly different. DiverseAV does so by distributing the sensor
increasing code complexity and shrinking feature sizes will data in a round-robin manner between the two redundant agents,
only contribute to increasing failure rates, thereby exacerbating thereby, introducing data diversity between two consecutive
the problem. The magnitude of the problem is highlighted time steps at the instruction level while maintaining the
by the ISO 26262 standard [3] for functional safety of road semantic consistency between the two agents at the world level.
vehicles, which mandates that the residual FIT rate1 of the The data-diverse agents produce similar but not necessarily the
System on Chip (SoC) used in autonomous vehicles should be same output and the divergence between the two outputs in a
<10 FIT for the highest level of safety.
fault-free execution is bounded due to the semantic similarity
Current strategies for error mitigation include fault avoidance of the inputs in adjacent time steps.
and error detection mechanisms. Often DRAM memories and
Because much of the data processing in each agent depends
1 Failure-in-Time rate: 1 FIT = 1 failure per 1 billion hours.
on the input data rate, each agent receives half the data and
Abstract—Silent data corruption caused by random hardware
faults in autonomous vehicle (AV) computational elements is a
significant threat to vehicle safety. Previous research has explored
design diversity, data diversity, and duplication techniques to
detect such faults in other safety-critical domains. However, these
are challenging to use for AVs in practice due to significant
resource overhead and design complexity.
We propose, DiverseAV, a low-cost data-diversity-based redundancy technique for detecting safety-critical random hardware
faults in computational engines (i.e., CPUs and GPUs). To
overcome resource overhead and design challenges, unlike typical
data-diverse systems that rely on data transformation techniques,
DiverseAV exploits the temporal semantic consistency available in
the autonomous vehicle sensor data to create data-diverse inputs.
Specifically, DiverseAV distributes the sensor data between the
two software agents in a round-robin manner. As a result, the
sensor data for two consecutive time steps are semantically
similar in terms of their worldview but significantly different
at the bit level, thus ensuring the state and data diversity
between the two agents necessary for detecting faults. Such a data
distribution strategy enables DiverseAV to reduce the resource
overhead and the effort required to deploy our technique in
real-world settings. DiverseAV shows promising results in our
fault injection-based assessment of an open-source AI agent in
detecting safety-critical faults with minimal resource overheads.
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requires roughly half the compute resources. However, the
question is: Does this decrease in the input data rate per
agent lead to safety hazards? Recent work [25] on AVs (e.g.,
NVIDIA DriveAV [26]) shows that the AVs can often tolerate
a significant drop in the input data rate without causing safety
hazards. For example, authors show that the camera sensing
rate can be decreased from 30 Hz to 10 Hz safely for many
scenarios.
Fault propagation and error detection. Since the divergence
between the outputs of the two data-diverse agents is bounded
in the fault-free case, DiverseAV is able to detect the error by
comparing the output actuator commands (brake, throttle, and
steering angle commands) of the agents. Most errors in AV
software state do not propagate in a way that significantly
affects actuator commands [7]. For those errors that do
significantly affect actuator commands, the outputs of the two
agents may diverge depending on the fault type, propagation,
and masking in each of the individual processes. (i) A transient
fault affects only one process enabling DiverseAV to detect
the fault because of the independence between the agents.
The fault-free agent produces fault-free outputs whereas the
other agent (impacted by the fault) produces the corrupted
outputs. (ii) A permanent fault that affects both processes
may be detectable because in the presence of a fault the two
agents produce significantly different corrupted outputs as the
corruption depends on the internal (private) state of and inputs
to each agent, which are diverse by design [24]. There is a nonzero chance that a permanent fault will corrupt the state of both
agents resulting in a sufficiently small output divergence that
evades detection. Such permanent faults can be detected using
a fully duplicated system but not DiverseAV. Thus, DiverseAV
trades off error detection coverage for lower overheads, design
complexity and availability. However, we show in §VI-A that
the probability of a missed fault resulting in a safety hazard is
small (∼ 0.001).
Overall, DiverseAV is a black-box technique that offers
a plug-and-play solution as it requires no knowledge of the
internals of the Autonomous driving system (ADS), requiring
little to no modification to the agent itself for achieving high
coverage of transient and permanent hardware faults. It is
commercially viable because it avoids software modifications to
agents that are costly in terms of development and testing time.
It is advantageous as it provides the state diversity between
the two agents needed to detect random hardware faults at a
significantly lower cost, thus, eliminating the need for a fully
duplicated system.
Contributions. Our contributions include the following:
(i) We propose a novel high fault detection coverage and low
overhead design called DiverseAV for detecting random
hardware faults, transient and permanent, in the compute
elements of the AV.
(ii) We have implemented the proposed design using an
open-source agent [27] and an open-source simulation
platform [28].
(iii) We provide an empirical characterization of temporal
data diversity in onboard sensors.
(iv) Using the open-source fault injection tools NVBitFI [29]
and PINFI [30]2 , we have performed an experimental
assessment of the functional safety of DiverseAV in faultfree operation and in the presence of faults. We also

characterize the performance overhead of the proposed
design.
(v) Proving safety of AVs is theoretically challenging and is
an open research question [32]. Therefore, we empirically
evaluate the functional safety and fault-detection capabilities of DiverseAV on realistic scenarios comprised of
long scenarios and safety-critical scenarios. The long
scenarios consist of daily driving tasks with a mixture of
urban and highway driving [33], and the safety-critical
scenarios consist of short but risky (or incident-prone)
situations [34].
(vi) Finally, we compare the fault detection capabilities of
DiverseAV-enabled ADS with an ADS that uses (i) full
duplication of the agents to detect mismatch in outputs
of the agents, and (ii) temporal outlier detection on the
outputs of a single agent to detect anomalies. In each
case, the underlying agent is the same.
Results. Key results include the following:
(i) High safety. DiverseAV did not pose any negative
consequence on safety in any of the evaluated driving
scenarios.
(ii) Highly accurate. DiverseAV detected safety-critical errors
caused by the transient and permanent faults injected
into the compute elements (CPUs and GPUs). For
GPUs, DiverseAV achieved a precision of 0.87 and
a recall of 0.873 . For CPUs, all our injected faults
were either masked or resulted in a DUE, and we
expect the contribution of CPU faults to the systemlevel SDC FIT rate to be low. Across all our driving
scenarios, DiverseAV did not raise an alarm (i.e., detected
an error) for fault-free experimental runs. DiverseAV
outperforms a single-agent system (which uses temporal
outlier detection techniques) in terms of accuracy. The
single-agent system yields a precision and recall of 0.17
and 0.52, respectively. We assume availability of a failback system that can be invoked on error to bring the
vehicle to a safe state.
(iii) Low performance overhead. Compared to a fully duplicated system, DiverseAV reduced the resource demands
so that the same processor provisioned for a single-agent
system is sufficient to handle DiverseAV’s two agents, although twice as much memory is needed to accommodate
the two independent agents. In contrast, a fully duplicated
system requires double the number of processors and
memory. DiverseAV trades off a marginal decrease in
error detection coverage (compared to fully duplicated
system) for reduction in compute resource overhead and
design complexity while increasing availability.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Autonomous Driving Systems
Autonomous driving systems (ADS) are feedback-based
control systems. Examples include self-driving cars, drones,
and unmanned aerial vehicles. Fig. 1 shows the architecture
of a typical ADS. An ADS continuously uses measurements
from the “sensors” to infer the state of the world (“world
model”), plans its trajectory (“planning”), and makes “actuation” decisions to drive the vehicle towards a set goal,
3 High precision means DiverseAV correctly returns many more true positives
(i.e., detects safety violations) than false positives, whereas higher recall (also
known as sensitivity) means DiverseAV identifies a high fraction of true
positives.

2 In [31], authors have shown that fault injection-based fault simulation
techniques estimate SDC FIT rates that are comparable with beam test results.
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experiments in §V-C.
Not all faults are hazardous to the system. Faults may
all while ensuring the comfort, safety, and integrity of the
passenger/vehicle and its surroundings. The control loop can result in benign masking, a silent data corruption (SDC),
be implemented as an end-to-end deep neural network (DNN) a hang, or a crash. Hangs and crashes are detected by the
agent with a proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller system via exceptions and heartbeats, whereas SDCs may
(e.g., Dave2 [35]) or as an ensemble of models (EM) agent (e.g., potentially propagate to cause safety violations. LockstepBaidu’s Apollo [36]) in which each model is responsible for based full duplication of software and hardware ensures robust
individual sub-tasks (such as perception, planning, and control). detection of SDCs; however, they result in high resource
The agent must be able to execute the control loop at a very provisioning, power overheads, and design complexity [16].
high frequency (∼ 10 − 100 Hz) to dynamically infer changes
III. M ETHODOLOGY AND A PPROACH
in the environment and react to those changes in real time. The
A.
Design
Requirements
algorithms used by the agent are computationally expensive,
DiverseAV addresses the following design requirements.
thereby requiring the use of a heterogeneous computational
Detection of transient and permanent faults. DiverseAV
fabric consisting of CPUs, GPUs, and ASICs [16], [37].
must only detect transient and permanent faults that are safetyB. Fault Models
critical with high probability sufficiently far in advance. DetectThe faults are the primary concern of ISO 26262 [3], which ing faults masked by hardware or software will significantly
is an important certification for AV compute systems. In this reduce the overall system availability.
paper, we only consider random hardware faults, transient
Driving scenario-independent. The error detector in Dior permanent, that occur in the computational elements of verseAV must be able to detect errors for all possible driving
the processor, including pipeline stages, flip-flops, arithmetic scenarios and should not be limited to only those driving
and logic units (ALUs), and the register file. We do not scenarios that were used to train the error detector model.
consider faults in the main memory or cache, as we assume
Plug and play design. DiverseAV must implement a
that these are protected with ECC (e.g., NVIDIA GPUs [38]). plug-and-play design, thereby reducing the engineering and
However, when the random hardware faults propagate, they deployment effort. This means that the AV agent code can
eventually corrupt the destination register of the executing be treated as a black box, where only the API for inputs and
opcode [29], [30], [38]–[40]. We emulate these faults via outputs (e.g., port numbers) need to be known.
instruction-level bit-flip models, in the computational fabrics
Low cost. DiverseAV must achieve all the above properties
used by the ADS (such as CPUs and GPUs), using state-of- with minimal computational and area cost overhead.
the-art fault injection tools [30], [41]. We do not consider
sensor faults (e.g., corrupted video frame due to a camera B. Design Principles
In this work, we propose and describe our implementation
sensor failure) or machine-learning inference faults (e.g., due
of DiverseAV, which exploits the principle of temporal data
to out-of-distribution data).
In the transient fault model, we emulate the effect of a fault diversity and redundancy. DiverseAV is an innovative redundant
by corrupting the destination register of only one dynamic design for autonomous vehicles consisting of two independent
instruction4 . In contrast, in the permanent fault model, we software agents that are dynamic instances of the same
emulate the effect of the fault by corrupting the destination underlying agent models (software) and are time-multiplexed
register of a selected opcode for all dynamic instances of that on the shared computational fabric to actuate the vehicle. Timeopcode. The destination register is corrupted by XOR-ing the multiplexing allows the following:
Semantic consistency. Each agent consumes semantically
original contents of the destination register with a selected
mask. In this work, we only aim to detect faults (transient or similar data. The sensing data used by the time-multiplexed
permanent) that lead to safety hazards and do not aim to identify redundant agents are semantically similar because the sensing
the fault type (i.e., differentiate transient from permanent fault). frequency is typically very high, ranging from 10 Hz to 100 Hz
among different sensors, and the world view (world semantics)
C. Impact of Faults on Safety
does not change significantly between subsequent time steps.
Hardware faults can alter the actuation decision outputs,
Temporal data diversity. Temporal data diversity is enthereby impacting the safety of the vehicle. A typical hardware forced between the agents at the bit level (bit-level diversity).
fault propagation path is shown in Fig. 1. Hardware faults Sensor data obtained at consecutive time steps are semantically
may corrupt the output of the hardware instruction (e.g., similar but differ significantly at the bit level. For example,
output of the add instruction), which in turn can corrupt objects captured in the camera frame at time t continue to exist
4 Dynamic instances of an opcode are the actual instructions of that opcode
in the frame at time t+1 with small shifts in their positions.
that are fetched and executed by the processor.
However, at a pixel location, temporal data diversity is enforced
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Figure 2: DiverseAV approach overview.
because the pixel values and hence the bits representing that
pixel can change significantly between subsequent frames due
to shifts in object locations.
Error detection via time-multiplexing. Time-multiplexing
enables detection of hardware errors that propagate from
hardware to the software state and subsequently impact the
AV dynamics and safety. Time-multiplexing of the sensor data
between the DiverseAV-enabled agents detects a wide range
of SDCs, since faults either impact a single agent or impact
individual agents differently. A fault manifestation in each
agent may be different because each agent consumes diverse
(though semantically similar) data inputs and maintains its own
private state.

In comparison, DiverseAV-enabled ADS can be modeled by
(2), in which the data is distributed to the agents 0 and 1, each
of which execute function f , in round-robin fashion using a
‘sensor data distributor’. Here, 1t=2k and 1t=2k+1 , where k is
a non-negative integer (k ∈ Z≥0 ), are indicator functions that
activates on even (t = 2k) and odd (t = 2k + 1) time steps
respectively.

ut = 1t=2k h(f 0 , It ) + 1t=2k+1 h(f 1 , It ), k ∈ Z≥0
(2)
(1) and (2) are equivalent iff the composite function h(f ) is
stateless, but, in practice, h(f ) is not stateless. However, (2)
approximates (1) when the operating frequency of the ADS
tends to infinity. This is because semantically It and It+1 are
similar even though It and It+1 are not similar at the bitrepresentation level, i.e., ||w(It+1 ) − w(It )|| → , where w is
C. Model formulation
a function that extracts the semantic meaning from the image
Here we present the mathematical abstraction of our system. (e.g., bounding box of the objects or position of the object in the
An ADS can be abstracted using (1). ut is the actuation output world), and  is bounded and small. This is a fair assumption
produced by autonomous software (expressed as f ) at time t because practical implementations of ADSes operate at high
using sensor data input It on a processing element (expressed frequencies (10-100Hz). However, this assumption is violated
as h). Let f 0 be the instantiation of f .
when the hardware is faulty. Under faulty hardware (expressed
τ
ut = h(f 0 , It )
(1) as h ), a DiverseAV-enabled ADS can be represented by (3) l
Given an ADS that is well designed and trained and receives
uτt = 1t=2k hτ (f 0 , It ) + 1t=2k+1 hτ (f 1 , It ), k ∈ Z≥0 (3)
semantically similar data over a small rolling window of size
Previous research [24], [42] as well as our own empirical
rw, the average difference between adjacent actuation values demonstration of DiverseAV have shown that a faulty hardware
over P
the rolling window of size rw are small and bounded, (hτ ) executing an application produces significantly different
t=k+rw
||ut+1 −ut ||/rw ≤ δ as seen in Fig. 2( 3 )(a). It
i.e., t=k
outputs even when using semantically similar inputs when the
is plausible to develop a monitor to find anomalies in the input data is diverse. In our case, the input data is diverse
timeseries data measuring δ to detect errors but such a monitor at the bit level which is quantified in §V-A. Because of this
is noisy leading to high false positive rates as discussed in diversity, the average error between adjacent actuation outputs
§VI-C.
produced by the two agents over a rolling window of size rw
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Pt=k+rw

τ

τ

||ut+1 −ut ||/rw > δ;
is neither small nor bounded, i.e., t=k
thereby, enabling us to detect the error using a statistics-based
‘Error Detection’ engine.

sensors that post data at different frequencies (20 Hz cameras,
50 Hz radars, 100 Hz GPS and IMU (Inertial Measurement
Unit), and 10 Hz LiDAR) to create an internal model of the real
world and continuously update the internal world model. The
D. Design Overview & Implementation
planning and actuation model asynchronously uses the internal
world
model to produce the actuation decision at 100 Hz.
Fig. 2 shows the overall design (and envisioned deployment)
of DiverseAV ( 1 ). The modifications to the original ADS Implementation of DiverseAV for the above-mentioned lockstep
system are highlighted in boxes with dashed blue outlines. To design is straightforward: DiverseAV can use the actuation
enable time-multiplexing between the agents, we introduce a decision of the agent that received the sensor data. However,
“sensor data distributor” and an “error detection and control implementing DiverseAV for an asynchronous design can be
challenging: with two agents, DiverseAV doubles the number
fusion engine.”
Sensor data distributor takes the sensor data as inputs (It ) of actuation decisions produced by the ADS. Furthermore,
and round-robins the input data among the two agents, thereby enforcing an ordering of the actuation decisions across the
reducing the sensing frequency for each agent by 50%. For agents is not trivial. Therefore, for an asynchronous system,
example, it splits the input data It such that agent 0 receives the DiverseAV can either (i) use an actuation decision from only
input data It=2k and agent 1 receives the input data It=2k+1 , one of the agents and use the actuation decision of the other
where k is a non-negative integer (k ∈ Z≥0 ). This decrease in agent solely for the purposes of error detection, or (ii) use the
sensing frequency of each agent by half is disadvantageous as actuation decisions of both agents by averaging the actuation
it may have a negative consequences for AV safety because decisions produced by the replicas.
Fig. 2( 3 ) shows the vehicle “throttle” actuation command
it reduces the accuracy of available history for making the
driving decision, which may lead to an increase in uncertainty value and CVIP distance (“closest-vehicle-in-path,” described
or delayed response (e.g., uncertainty in a planner response). in §II) for the original system when it is using a single agent
However, in [25], the commercial ADS was shown to be safe and DiverseAV-enabled ADS for the lead-slowdown driving
even with a sensing frequency that is much lower than the scenario in which the lead vehicle is slowing down. Although
nominal rate because commercial ADS’s include a significant the actuation decisions produced by DiverseAV-enabled ADS
engineering margin5 . For example, across all driving scenarios, diverge from those of the original ADS (i.e., the single agent
authors were able to decrease the sensing frequency by 3×, system) by a small amount, the CVIP distance shows negligible
divergence. These results are described in §V-B in more detail.
i.e., from 30 Hz to 10 Hz, safely.
Error detection engine. In a fully duplicated system since
Given the safety margin, DiverseAV can afford the data
distribution strategy, which has several advantages: it ensures the agents are consuming the same input data the outputs can
6
that each agent uses semantically similar sensor data to compute be compared directly using algebraic subtraction . An alarm
is
raised
if
the
subtraction
yields
a
nonzero
value.
However,
the actuation decision while providing significant data diversity
at the bit level for the two agents. As can be seen from Fig. 2 such systems are hard to design and implement. Designing
( 2 ), the camera frames captured at two consecutive time steps such a system requires synchronization of the outputs at the
t and t + 1 are semantically very similar; however, when instruction level, which is prohibitively costly. In contrast,
they are compared at the bit level, their data are significantly our time-multiplexed redundant design leverages data diversity
different. For example, when the 24-bit RGB color value (8-bit to detect safety-critical faults with marginal decrease error
per color) for a given pixel at location X changes from 95 detection coverage while increasing the system availability,
(for each color at time t) to 96 (at time t + 1), the data at the lowering the design complexity and significantly reducing the
bit-level changes by 18 bits. We evaluate this temporal data resource overhead compared to the fully duplicated systems.
diversity in detail in §V-A and show that the median number However, designing the error detection logic for DiverseAV
of bit difference per pixel location between successive camera becomes challenging as the diversity in the inputs and internal
frames is 8 bits. Thus, the sensor data distributor provides the software state of the two agents leads to outputs that are not
much-needed data diversity to enable error detection. However, a bit-by-bit match. Thus, the challenge is to design a robust
it also introduces several complications, such as ones related error detector that provides high detection accuracy, coverage
to synchronization and selection of the actuation decisions and lead detection time. The detection accuracy is measured in
terms of precision (#True Positives/#True Positives + #False Positives) and
produced by each agent.
Control fusion engine is responsible for synchronization of recall (#True Positives/#Positives). The lead detection time is the
actuation decisions between the two agents. Recall from §II that difference between the alarm generation time and the collision
ADS fuses the sensor data spatially and temporally to produce time. An error detector with a higher lead detection time allows
actuation decisions and drive the vehicle in the real world. the ADS to switch over to fail-safe mode earlier.
We use statistical techniques to address the above-mentioned
Depending on the ADS design, sensing and actuation can be
(i) a lockstep process (i.e., an actuation decision is produced error detection challenge in DiverseAV. Fig. 2( 4 ) depicts
only after all inputs have been received, leading to the same the impact of a permanent GPU fault on the original ADS
sensing and actuating frequency as the original single agent and DiverseAV-enabled ADS for the lead-slowdown driving
system), as in the case of the Sensorimotor agent (described scenario. One can observe that the throttle values are different
later in §IV); or (ii) an asynchronous process, as in the case of in the faulty run (Fig. 2( 4 )(a)) and a non-faulty run (shown in
Baidu’s Apollo agent [36]. The Apollo agent uses an array of Fig. 2( 3 )(a)). Since the impact of the fault is smoothed by the
5 For an ADS with lower engineering margins, the sensor data distribution
can be adjusted so that some input data is sent to both agents, thus resulting
in a input data rate reduction less than 50%, albeit at the expense of greater
performance overhead.

6 Note that depending on the granularity at which a fully duplicated system
is synchronized the outputs may or may not be directly comparable. Here we
assume that the duplicated system is synchronized at the processor instruction
level. Later in §VI-B we discuss other synchronization granularities.
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PID controller, there are no visible anomalies in the throttle
values for the original single-agent system (Fig. 2( 4 )(a)).
However, one can see visible divergence between the outputs of
the two agents in the DiverseAV-enabled ADS (Fig. 2( 4 )(b)).
Training error detection engine. DiverseAV uses a rolling
window-based error detection algorithm to learn the maximum
divergence between the actuation outputs of the two agents,
and uses that divergence as a threshold to detect errors at
runtime. We ensure that DiverseAV is not tuned to any specific
scenarios or faults by training the error detection engine (i)
using the long training scenarios, described in §IV, which is
different from our evaluation scenarios (e.g., it does not include
emergency braking or accidents), and (ii) by executing these
scenarios under fault-free conditions.
At runtime, DiverseAV uses the learned divergence parameters to detect a safety-critical fault. Upon detection of an a
safety-critical fault, an alarm is raised, and DiverseAV triggers
a fail-back system with sufficient capabilities to handle the
driving situation, e.g., safely park the vehicle. The rolling
window-based error detector uses the following parameters:
(i) θthrottle (s), θbrake (s), and θsteer (s): DiverseAV raises an
alarm if the difference between the actuation command
values of the two agents exceeds a certain threshold at a
given vehicle state s (given by tuple hv, a, ω, αi, where v
is speed, a is acceleration, ω is angular velocity, and α is
angular acceleration). We use hv, ai to represent the state for
θthrottle (s), θbrake (s), since the throttle and brake depend
on linear speed and acceleration. Similarly, we use hω, αi
to represent the state for θsteer (s).
We discretize each of the variables (i.e., hv, a, ω, αi) of the
vehicle state s into small intervals and learn the thresholds
for each of these intervals. The thresholds are learned by
calculating the maximum difference between the actuation
command values for the two agents across all executions
of reference driving scenarios for a given vehicle state (s).
The thresholds learned are stored in a lookup table (LUT),
which is used at runtime for detection.
(ii) rw: The two agents in DiverseAV naturally produce slightly
different actuation command values because they are consuming diverse data, and the divergence is highest when
the planning decision changes between two time steps
(e.g., from slowing down to accelerating). However, such
high divergence in actuation is transient. Therefore, to
avoid identifying occasional blips as errors, we use a
rolling window (rw–rolling window size) to smooth out
the difference in actuation command values produced by the
two agents. The rw parameter may impact the lead detection
time. We vary the rolling window from 3 all the way to
40 recently received sensor data, as 40 Hz is the sensor
frequency of our simulator, and select the parameters with
maximum F1-score (harmonic mean of precision and recall).
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Figure 3: DiverseAV assessment platform.
pretrained by Chen et al. [27], referred to as the Sensorimotor
agent. The main components of the agent are the High-level
Route Planner, CNN, Waypoints Tracker, and Control Unit.
High-level Route Planner is responsible for finding the next
“destination-to-go” navigation direction. Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) is a vision-based local planner, and is the core
of the Sensorimotor agent. The CNN consumes data from three
front-facing cameras and predicts the path that the ego vehicle
should follow by outputting four local-waypoints for each time
step. Waypoints Tracker along with the Control Unit uses the
local waypoints, the IMU and GPS data, and a PID controller
to produce actuation outputs at each time step.
B. Simulation Platform
We cannot use real-world data (such as KITTI dataset [43],
[44]) to evaluate DiverseAV as the fault may impact the
future ego vehicle trajectory, and therefore, the subsequent data
captured via the sensors. Thus, in this work, we use a worldsimulator to simulate the driving scenarios. An overview of our
world-simulation platform is shown in Fig. 3. We use CARLA
0.9.10 [28], an Unreal Engine-based simulator, to simulate
complex and realistic 3D environments for autonomous driving.
We ran the CARLA simulator in synchronous mode with all
sensor data (from 3 front-facing cameras (facing left, center,
and right) and GPS and IMU) posted at 40 Hz.
The DiverseAV-enabled ADS consists of two Sensorimotor
agents, a sensor interface for communication with the simulator,
and a scenario manager that manages the driving scenario. The
two agents can be configured to run in round-robin mode (i.e.,
agents receive sensor data at alternating time steps) , duplicate
mode (i.e., both agents receive all sensor data), or single mode,
in which only agent 0 is active.
Before the simulation is started, the Scenario Manager sends
the driving scenario to the CARLA simulator. The Campaign
Manager reads experiment configurations and launches the
Injection Plan Generator that selects the injection site (CPU
vs. GPU), the fault model (transient vs. permanent) and agent
mode (single, duplicated, or DiverseAV) for an experiment.
The Driver invokes the simulator with the selected agent mode
and the selected fault injector. The Campaign Manager takes
approximately 10 minutes to run one experiment which includes
setting up the agents, the simulator, executing the test driving
scenario, selecting and injecting faults, and collecting the data.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
This section describes the autonomous agent, simulation
platform, driving scenarios, data collection methods, and fault
injection methods used in our experiments. Hereafter, we refer
to the agent-controlled vehicle as “the ego vehicle" and the
other vehicle in a scenario as “NPC (non-player character)".

C. Driving Scenarios
1) Safety-critical (Test) Scenarios: We created three safetycritical test scenarios, shown in Fig. 4. Scenarios of these
kinds are considered high-risk by the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA), as stated in their pre-collision

A. Autonomous Agent
This work uses the state-of-the-art convolutional neural network (CNN)-based end-to-end autonomous agent proposed and
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turns, intersections, and traffic lights.
AI-Vehicle

Lead NPC Braking

AI-Vehicle Ghost NPC Cut in

D. Fault Injection
We inject hardware faults by injecting architectural-level
GPU or CPU errors that emulate consequences of underlying
transient or permanent faults as discussed in §II-B. In particular,
we use PinFI [30], [45] to inject faults into the CPUs, and
NVBitFI [29], [41] to inject faults into the GPUs. We configure
the fault injection tools so that they only affect the ADS (the
agents in Fig. 3). Table I summarizes the results of the fault
injection experiments on DiverseAV-enabled ADS.
GPU fault injections. We conduct the following GPU FI
experiments. (i) Transient FI: It is prohibitively expensive to
inject all possible transient faults as the possible space of
transient faults is extremely large. Therefore, we uniformly
randomly selected 500 candidate dynamic instructions to
transiently corrupt the destination register, with one fault per
simulation run. (ii) Permanent FI: For permanent faults, we, we
inject all dynamic instances of the target opcode for a particular
run. The ISA (Instruction Set Architecture) of the Titan Xp
GPU includes 171 opcodes, and for each of the three driving
scenarios we perform fault injection for all 171 opcodes, with
three repeated runs per opcode to capture any non-deterministic
effects, resulting in 513 experimental runs per driving scenario.
In total, the fault injection campaigns on GPUs, which includes
both transient and permanent fault injection on all scenarios,
lasted for 21 days.
CPU fault injections. We conduct the following CPU
FI experiments. (i) Transient FI: Similar to the GPU FI
experiments, we uniformly randomly select 500 candidate
dynamic instructions and transiently corrupt the destination
register. (ii) Permanent FI: The Sensorimotor agent uses 131
Intel opcodes, and for each of the three driving scenarios we
perform fault injection for all 131 opcodes, with three repeated
runs per per opcode to capture any non-deterministic effects.
We also perform injection of CPU faults using a modified
version of PINFI to support a permanent fault model that is
similar to the permanent fault model for NVBitFI, where all
dynamic instances of a specified opcode are corrupted, resulting
in 393 experimental runs per driving scenario. In total, the fault
injection campaigns on CPUs, which includes both transient
and permanent fault injection on all scenarios, lasted for 18.6
days.
In addition we run 50 experiments per scenario without fault
as “golden" runs. The golden runs serve as control experiments
as the error detector must not classify any of these runs as
faulty. An error detector which falsely classifies a golden run
as erroroneous will trigger frequent alarms, thereby decreasing
the overall system availability. Finally, our experimental setup
uses a XEON E5-2699v4 CPU with 64 GB of RAM and two
Titan Xp GPU cards.

AI-Vehicle NPC Vehicles Collision

Figure 4: Driving scenarios. Left: lead slowdown. Middle: ghost cut
in. Right: front accident. Red car: AI-vehicle, Blue Car: NPC-vehicle.

scenario topology report [34]. The safety-critical scenarios are
about 30-60 seconds long on wall clock7 and capture the most
critical moments of autonomous driving. We used these safetycritical scenarios in fault injection experiments to evaluate the
the efficacy of detecting safety-critical faults.
Lead Slowdown: As shown in Fig. 4 (left), the ego vehicle
(red) follows a leading NPC vehicle (blue), maintaining
a distance of 25 meters. The NPC vehicle then performs
emergency braking to slow down. The ego vehicle needs to
recognize the situation and brake in time to avoid a collision.
This is both a common and a high-risk scenario. Lead slowdown
scenario is dangerous because it gives the follower vehicle little
time to react, often resulting in a rear-end collision with the
leading vehicle.
Ghost Cut in: As shown in Fig. 4 (middle), the ego vehicle
(red) is maintains a constant speed, and an NPC vehicle (blue)
approaches from the left adjacent lane. The NPC vehicle then
cuts in front of the ego vehicle with a small longitudinal
margin. The ego vehicle needs to reduce the throttle, slow
down, and brake if necessary to avoid colliding with the side
of the NPC vehicle. In this driving scenario, there is little to
no warning prior to the cut-in maneuver of the NPC vehicle.
This is especially dangerous for the ego vehicle as our agent
does not use a rear-end camera, resulting in less time to see
the NPC vehicle and react to avoid a collision.
Front Accident: As shown in Fig. 4 (right), the ego vehicle
(red) is following a leading NPC vehicle (gray) in the same
lane, and another NPC vehicle (blue) in the adjacent lane
tries to merge but crashes into the leading NPC vehicle. Both
NPC vehicles’ trajectories suddenly change because of their
collision, and both NPC vehicles stop subsequently. The ego
vehicle needs to recognize this rapidly changing situation and
stop in time to avoid an accident with the two collided NPC
vehicles. Although a scenario with accident is rare, it is a
high-risk situation because the ego vehicle might not recognize
the abrupt change in the perspective and the trajectory of the
leading NPC vehicle and makes the wrong decision.
2) Long (Training) Scenarios: We constructed three long
scenarios for training the error detector of the DiverseAVenabled ADS. Our results, described in §V, show that the error
detector parameters can be learned from these long driving
scenarios with high precision and recall in detecting safetycritical faults. The long scenarios are based on selected routes
from the 2020 CARLA Autonomous Driving Challenge [33],
simulating normal, everyday driving tasks, such as vehicle
following, lane keeping, turning, lane changing, and handling
of intersections. We also enabled pseudo-random background
traffic (consistent across all experiments of each scenario)
with a fixed random seed for each run. Each driving scenario
simulation time is approximately 10–15 minutes long. The
three long scenarios are based on Route02, Route15, and
Route42, which are set in CARLA Town01, Town03, and
Town06, respectively. These long scenarios require the AV to
navigate in city and highway with dense traffic consisting of

V. R ESULTS
A. Sensor Data Diversity and Semantic Consistency
We characterize the diversity in the sensor data between
two consecutive time steps of autonomous driving on both the
simulated sensor data generated by CARLA Simulator [28] for
our test scenarios (§IV-C) and the KITTI dataset [43], [44]. The
KITTI dataset is a real-world dataset for autonomous driving
recorded in various scenarios representing real-world traffic
from both urban and highway-driving with many static and
dynamic objects. The KITTI dataset consists of data captured by

7 The simulation time corresponding to 30-60 seconds of driving is as high
as 5-10 minutes on the wall clock time.
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divergence between the trace of the vehicle trajectory (traj) of
an experimental run of a driving scenario generated using the
DiverseAV-enabled ADS and the baseline trajectory generated
using the original single-agent ADS. The vehicle trajectory of
an experimental run of a driving scenario is the trace of the
path followed by the vehicle. Formally, it is a timestamped
list containing the global position (in terms of <x,y,z> coordinates) of the vehicle at any time t on the map during the
execution of that driving scenario, i.e., traj = [post |∀t]. We
express the maximum divergence between a given trajectory
E,B
(traj E ) and the baseline trajectory (traj B ) as δpos
, where
E,B
E
B
δpos = max(traj − traj ).
E,B
Fig. 6 shows the boxplot of δpos
across three safety-critical
driving scenarios, calculated using 50 experimental runs (golden
runs) of the scenarios. We characterize the divergence among
the vehicle trajectories generated using the original ADS as
well as the DiverseAV-enabled ADS. The baseline trajectory
E,B
traj B used for calculating δpos
for a given driving scenario
was chosen as the mean of all the golden trajectories generated
using the original ADS. Thus, the boxplots labeled “orig” show
the distribution of the maximum divergence for the vehicle
position across the experimental runs of a driving scenario when
the vehicle was using the original ADS. Similarly, the boxplots
labeled “ours” show the maximum divergence for the vehicle
position among experimental runs when the vehicle was using
the DiverseAV-enabled ADS with respect to the mean of the
trajectories generated by the original ADS. Our characterization
shows that the maximum divergence between the vehicle
trajectories was <50 cm across all scenarios when we used
the DiverseAV-enabled system instead of the original ADS.
Note that the divergence was mostly observed longitudinally
rather than laterally. Hence, the maximum observed divergence
is significantly less than the distance that the vehicles must
maintain with other actors (as dictated by the law) to avoid
accidents. For example, drivers should follow 3-second rule to
always try to maintain a 3-second following distance whenever
possible; providing sufficient space for emergency braking [46].
Moreover, the DiverseAV-enabled vehicle neither experienced a collision nor broke any traffic laws in any of our
experimental runs across the driving scenarios. Based on those
observation, we conclude that our proposed design is safe and
mimics the vehicle trajectory of the original ADS closely.

multiple sensors and object labels, including two front-facing
cameras, one Velodyne 64-channel LiDAR, one IMU+GPS
sensor, and ~200k 3D object labels. The sensing frequency is
10 Hz for all sensor data.
The camera data diversity at the bit level is calculated per
pixel by counting the number of bits that are different at a
given pixel location between consecutive RGB camera images.
Such a calculation is done for all pixel locations, resulting in a
distribution. For KITTI dataset, the bit diversity of the camera
data is 8 bits and 13 bits out of the 24-bit RGB pixel (8 bits
per channel) at the 50th and 90th percentile, respectively (Fig.
5a). Further evaluation shows that the bit diversity remains
high for other sensor data. The bit diversity of the IMU+GPS
data (using 32-bit floating points) is 11 bits and 15 bits at
the 50th percentile and 90th percentile, respectively. The bit
diversity of the LiDAR data (using 32-bit floating points) is 14
bits and 18 bits at the 50th and 90th percentile, respectively.
The above characterization on bit diversity holds for
simulator-generated dataset also. We evaluate the bit diversity
of CARLA simulator-generated sensor data captured from the
three front facing cameras running at 40 Hz (the primary data
consumed by Sensorimotor agent) on the test (safety-critical)
scenarios. The bit diversity of simulator-generated camera data
is 5 bits and 9 bits out of the 24-bit RGB at 50th and 90th
percentile, respectively (Fig. 5b). We omit the detailed analysis
for other simulator-generated sensor data due to lack of space.
Moreover, we estimate the semantic consistency of the sensor
data of the KITTI data set between two consecutive time steps.
For the camera data, we calculate the shift of the object center
in pixel coordinates per object between two consecutive frames
using the ground-truth 2D bounding box labels from KITTI’s
object tracking task [44]. Our results show that the pixel shift of
the bounding box center between two consecutive frames is 5
and 22 pixels at the 50th and 90th percentile, respectively, with
the maximum possible shift being ~1296 pixels (the diagonal of
a 1240x376 KITTI camera frame [44]). For the LiDAR sensor
data, we calculate the shift of the object center in the ego
vehicle’s coordinate frame per object between two consecutive
frames using the ground-truth 3D object center label [44]. Our
evaluation shows that the object’s position difference in the
ego vehicle coordinate is 0.48 and 1.26 meters at the 50th and
90th percentile, respectively, with the maximum possible shift
being 240 meters (the LiDAR’s effective range [43]).
These results validate our assumptions and show that even
though the semantics meaning of the sensor data does not
change significantly between two consecutive time steps, the
bit-representation can change considerably.

C. Characterizing Fault Propagation
Table I provides an overall summary of the experiments. Each
row in the table shows the statistics for one fault injection
(FI) campaign, which is characterized by a fault injection
target and the driving scenario. In total, we executed twelve
FI campaigns in which we injected faults into two targets
(CPU and GPU) in three driving scenarios (LeadSlowDown,
GhostCutin, and FrontAccident). We also used three additional

B. Impact of DiverseAV on Safety
Here we characterize the impact of the DiverseAV-enabled
ADS on the vehicle’s safety by evaluating the maximum
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Figure 7: Detecting safety-critical GPU faults.

to accidents and trajectory violations (0.4%; 6 out 1500 runs).
Permanent faults. We observe similar trends for permanent
Table I: Summary of experimental runs in DUAL agent mode. faults for CPUs and GPUs except for the fact that permanent
DS: Driving scenarios (LSD - Lead Slowdown, GC - Ghost Cut faults resulted in significantly more hangs/crashes and acciin, FA - Front Accident scenarios); #active: # of FI experiments dents/trajectory violations. CPU FI resulted in (i) the highest
in which fault was successfully injected; #Traj Violations*: # percentage of hangs and crashes (72.9%; 860 out of 1,179
of experiments with trajectory violation but without accident. runs), and (ii) zero trajectory violations and accidents. Similar
Here we assume that the trajectory violation occurs when the to transient FI, we observed a relatively low percentage of
maximum divergence between the experimental run of a driving hangs and crashes (16%; 247 out of 1,539 runs) in the case of
scenario with FI enabled and the baseline trajectory exceeds GPU FI as compared with CPU FI, and a high percentage of
2m. #Acc.: # of experiments with accident.
accidents (1.1%; 17 out of 1,539 runs) and trajectory violations
(with no accident) (0.9%; 14 out of 1,539 runs).
training driving scenarios (Town01-Route02, Town03-Route15,
and Town06-Route46) to train our error detector (not mentioned D. Characterizing Error Detection Capabilities
in the table). For each of the campaigns, we ran 50 golden
DiverseAV must be able to detect all safety-critical errors, i.e.,
runs (i.e., experimental runs without fault injections) to (i)
faults
that lead to a collision or significant trajectory divergence.
characterize the simulation’s non-determinism, (ii) understand
In
addition,
it should not raise false alarms, especially for the
the impact of faults on the vehicle’s safety, and (iii) test the error
golden
runs
(experimental runs of driving scenarios without
detector. Across all the FI campaigns, we quantify the safety
fault
injection).
We evaluate error detection capabilities in
of the vehicle in terms of accidents and trajectory violations.
terms
of
precision,
recall, and lead detection time. Moreover,
We marked an experimental run (E) as “trajectory violated”
we
parameterize
the
trajectory divergence using the parameter
E,B
if δpos ≥ td (i.e., the maximum divergence between the
E,B
td.
We
mark
an
experiment
as “trajectory violated” if δpos
≥
trajectory of the experimental run (E) and the baseline run
td,
i.e.,
if
the
max
difference
between
the
experimental
run
(B) is more than td, where td is a parameter). We evaluate
the sensitivity of the parameter td on the detection capabilities of a driving scenario and the baseline trajectory exceeds td.
of our proposed design. The trajectory of the baseline run is This parameter impacts the number of cases that need to be
calculated as the mean trajectory of all the golden runs. Note detected by the DiverseAV. We evaluated DiverseAV’s detection
that the “baseline” trajectories are generated by taking the capabilities for td = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 meters. The simulations of the
means of the golden runs of the original ADS in §V-B, while driving scenarios have inbuilt non-determinism, and, as shown
in this subsection and §V-D, the “baseline” trajectories are in Fig. 6, the natural variation in trajectory can be as high as
generated by taking the mean of the golden runs of DiverseAV- 50 cm; therefore, we chose td > 50 cm.
We omit the results for CPU faults as all the CPU faults
enabled ADS under fault-free condition.
were either detected by platform (i.e., OS or Scenario Manager)
Transient faults. Across all transient faults, CPU FI resulted as hangs or crashes or did not result in accidents or trajectory
in (i) highest percentage of hangs and crashes of the ADS violations. Since the undetected faults by the platform did
software (41.2%; 440 out of 1068 runs8 ), and (ii) zero accidents not result in any safety violation, we institute a simple policy
and trajectory violations. A high percentage of hangs and in which DiverseAV generates an alarm if it detects a hang
crashes are expected for CPU FI campaigns because FI into or crash. Because we did not observe any SDCs, we cannot
CPU instructions is very likely to corrupt the program control estimate the efficacy of DiverseAV in detecting SDCs. However,
flow or memory addresses, resulting in segmentation faults and we expect the contribution of CPU faults to the total SDC FIT
broken pipes, among other problems. Hangs and crashes are rate to be small.
Going forward we only discuss the error detection capabilautomatically detected by the platform, thereby triggering the
fail-back system which can bring the vehicle to a safe state. ities of DiverseAV for GPU faults as undetected GPU faults
CPU FIs do not cause silent data corruption (SDC) because the lead to safety violations. We trained and tested DiverseAV on
Sensorimotor agent used in our work uses the GPU mostly for different scenarios to understand the generality of the proposed
computations, whereas it uses the CPU for loading and setting design. DiverseAV was trained using “long driving” scenarios
the Pytorch program. Consequently, we observed a relatively and tested on safety-critical scenarios. Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b
low percentage of hangs and crashes for GPU transient faults show heat maps of the precision and recall values for our
(8.3%; 125 of 1500 runs). Transient faults into GPU did lead error detector across different parameters of td and rw (rolling
window size). Overall, we found that the DiverseAV’s detector
8 The statistics is calculated by dividing total number of hangs and crashes
robustly detected the safety-critical faults and produced a low
in Table I in column 2 for CPU-transient faults and total number of fault
activated experiments.
false positives rate across a range of parameters (td ≥ 2
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VI. D ISCUSSION
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Figure 8: GPU FI lead detection time. In this plot, at any
point (x,y), y is the total number of safety-critical experiments
in which the lead detection time is <= x seconds.
Single Agent
DiverseAV
FD∗

CPU

GPU

RAM

VRAM

4%
5%
4%

14%
15%
14%

431 MB
862 MB
862 MB

198 MB
396 MB
396 MB

Table II: Average system resources used by single-agent,
DiverseAV-enabled and fully duplicated (FD) ADS. ∗: CPU
and GPU utilization are per processor for FD.
and rw ≤ 30). The best performance (i.e., precision =
0.87 and recall = 0.87) was achieved with td = 2 and
rw = 3. Thus, DiverseAV generates few false positive alarms
and detects majority of the safety violation causing faults;
thereby improving the overall safety of the system. Moreover,
DiverseAV did not raise an alarm for any of the golden runs
of the driving scenarios for these parameters, which means
the false positives are cases in which a fault did occur but
did not result in any safety violation (i.e., accident or td > 2).
Fig. 8 shows the lead detection time for the detector using
the parameters td = 2 and rw = 3. The lead detection time
is significantly higher than 1.0 second. [6], [47] found that
the reaction time of braking for humans and AVs to be 0.82
seconds and 0.85 seconds respectively. Therefore, DiverseAV
provides sufficient time to take control and react to the driving
situation at hand for humans or a fail-back system.
The above results indicate that our approach achieves high
recall and precision in detecting runtime errors. In the context
of an ADS, high recall and a corresponding low false-negative
rate are important because they indicate that most faults are
being detected or they do not affect the vehicle behavior. When
an error is detected, the vehicle fails over to a backup system
that brings the vehicle to the safe state.

A. Assumption of independence of agents and its impact on
error detection coverage.
A key assumption of DiverseAV is the implementation of
the two agents as separate processes executing on the same
processor. Thus, an error in one agent cannot directly affect
the other. An error could affect the operating system, which
in turn could affect both agents, but such errors would most
likely result in either crashes or hangs. Hence, the assumption
is that transient hardware faults can only affect a single agent.
Permanent faults would affect both agents, but our evaluation
shows that the diverse data state of the two agents results
in actuator commands that diverge sufficiently to trigger an
error detection. However, there is a nonzero chance that the
diverse agents will produce similar actuation outputs even
in the presence of an error. In our experiments, we find
the probability that a fault will result in similar actuation
outputs in both agents and also result in a safety hazard to be
small (0.001 for GPU faults; which is estimated by calculating
missed safety hazard cases/total fault injection experiments = 4/3189).

B. Comparison with Fully Duplicated ADS
Full duplication of an ADS can be achieved at different
levels of granularity, ranging from at the instruction level (tight
coupling) to the vehicle actuation level (loose coupling). By
controlling the granularity, the designer explicitly trades off
error detection coverage and system availability for design and
implementation simplicity. We implemented and evaluated a
loosely coupled duplicated system, which is hereafter referred
to as FD-ADS. We only implement and evaluate FD-ADS
and not the tightly coupled duplicated system because: (i)
synchronization at the instruction level, which is required for
tightly coupled systems, is prohibitively expensive and difficult
to achieve in practice and (ii) tightly coupled systems will
detect all faults irrespective of their plausible masking at the
actuation level by the application, which significantly decreases
the availability of the system.
In FD-ADS, the two redundant agents are executing on their
own dedicated processors receiving and processing the same
input data from the same set of sensors (i.e., sensors are not
duplicated). We do not multiplex the duplicated agents on the
same processor because (i) the resource overhead of executing
the two agents doubles at the original sensing frequency, and (ii)
E. Performance Overhead
multiplexing on the same hardware will not detect permanent
A summary of performance overhead is shown in Ta- faults as both the duplicated agents will produce the same
ble II. The performance overhead characterization shows output as they receive the same input and experience exactly
that DiverseAV increased compute utilization marginally and the same fault. We inject a fault in one of the agents while
significantly increased (by 2×) the memory utilization. That using the other one as a reference for comparison. Because
is expected because of the two agents employed in DiverseAV the trace of the agents’ outputs do not match bit-for-bit (even
maintain their own internal (private) state. Memory usage for the golden runs) due to the inherent non-determinism that
(for both CPU and GPU) doubled as expected for DiverseAV exists in software and hardware, we use a statistical model to
compared to the single-agent system and was the same detect errors. The error detector is trained using the rolling
compared to the fully duplicated (FD) system. DiverseAV window-based approach discussed in §III.
used slightly more compute resources than the single-agent
Compared to DiverseAV, FD-ADS achieved a precision of
system. Compared to the FD system, DiverseAV averaged the 0.18 and a recall of 0.84 across 500 runs of each scenario
same compute utilization on a per-processor basis. However, (1500 total runs). FD-ADS correctly identified most cases of
the FD system requires double the number of CPUs and GPUs. true positives (accidents and trajectory violations). However, it
Although the compute resource utilization is low for the did not result in recall of 1.0 because we use statistical error
Sensorimotor agent used in this paper, we know from our detection as there is inherent non-determinism in software and
experience that compute utilization for a real-world AV is high, hardware when the agents are synchronized at the actuation
requiring multiple CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs [37].
level. A tightly coupled duplicated system would have reached a
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recall rate of 1.0; however, as discussed earlier it is prohibitively
expensive to design and implement such a system. Note that the
recall values of DiverseAV and FD-ADS are close to each other,
showcasing the efficacy of DiverseAV. Not surprisingly, FDADS falsely identified significant number of fault-injected runs
which did not lead to safety hazards as errors. This is because
it is overly sensitive to mismatches between the control outputs
even when they would not lead to safety hazards, leading to
lower precision (and lower availability) compared to DiverseAVenabled ADS. Similar to the DiverseAV-enabled ADS, none
of the golden runs were marked in error.
C. Comparison with Single Agent ADS
We compared our model with the single-agent system, in
which the ADS is using only a single agent to control the ego
vehicle. Both in the FD-ADS and DiverseAV-enabled ADS, the
system is using two agents and hence, the agents are reference
to each other for comparing the outputs. However, in the singleagent system, there is no reference available for comparison
except for identifying anomalies in the timeseries data.
It is difficult to identify errors using temporal outliers or
range-based detectors [48] as occasional blips (caused by mode
changes, such as from throttling to braking, that are within
the acceptable output range) frequently occur in the actuation
outputs (see Fig. 2( 4 )(a)). Increasing the rolling window size
to smooth the outputs in order to remove blips reduces the
overall recall of the error detector model, while decreasing
the rolling window size results in too many false positives. To
illustrate the difficulty in designing a temporal outlier-based
error detector using a single agent, we developed a rolling
window-based anomaly detection technique similar to the one
used in this paper but use the agent’s output from the previous
time step as a reference. The best performance, in terms of
detection accuracy, achieved by the single-agent system yields
in precision and recall of 0.17 and 0.52 respectively; which is
significantly lower compared to both FD-ADS and DiverseAVenabled ADS. We must note that it might be possible to
detect safety-critical faults in a single-agent ADS; however,
that approach will require large amount of data and complex
machine-learning models such as an LSTM/RNN [49] to train
the detector. Our future work will explore such models. In
contrast, DiverseAV is simple requiring comparison of actuation
commands with interpretable statistical model using fewer
model parameters.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Safety-critical systems employ one or more of the following
techniques to protect against random hardware faults.
Hardware design modifications, which include error detection and correction at the circuit, micro-architecture, and
architecture levels (e.g., instruction retry [50]–[52], ECC [53]–
[55], checkers [56], and parity codes [9]). Significant effort has
been devoted to hardware-level redundancy such as lockstep
duplication [14]–[16], thread redundancy inside a single
core [15], [17], or across cores [18]–[21], including partial
redundancy techniques [57], [58]. However, those solutions
require hardware support for thread synchronization, and incur
significant area and power overheads. Furthermore, because of
those overheads, applications of these techniques tend to be
associated with larger arrays of circuit elements for which the
overheads can be amortized. Thus, in typical chips, a significant
portion of vulnerable elements are not protected (e.g., small
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SRAM arrays, flip-flops, compute units, and pipelines) leading
to silent-data corruptions [59], [60].
Software algorithms or enhancements, which include error detection and correction at the software level with negligible
dedicated hardware support. Techniques include (i) algorithmbased error detection [61], [62], (ii) assertions [12], [13] (iii)
monitoring [63]–[66]), and (iv) software-based redundancy
(e.g., instruction retry and duplication among others [67]–
[72]). Software enhancements usually incur lower overhead
than hardware methods. However, the applicability of software
techniques tends to be dependent on the specific target software,
so significant portions of the software are often left unprotected.
Moreover, identifying algorithms and methods that provide high
coverage is challenging and requires an in-depth understanding
of the fault propagation in the application [73].
Enforcing diversity helps to tackle common cause failures
(CCF) such as design bugs and software implementation defects.
Diversity can be enforced at the instruction and program
level [23], temporal level (e.g., instruction-retry), design
level [22] and the data level [24]. The assumption is that the
diverse designs are susceptible to different faults and therefore,
the outputs of the two diverse designs will significantly
differ on encountering a systematic fault. However, designing
diversity is too costly (in terms of man-hours required to
develop N-versions [23] or data transformation techniques/input
reexpression logic [24]) and arguably challenging to enforce
in practice.
Putting DiverseAV into perspective. DiverseAV is a
lightweight, software-based redundancy technique that exploits
the temporal data diversity present in the sensor data of
dynamical autonomous systems to achieve high-coverage error
detection for transient and permanent hardware faults without
incurring significant computational overhead (in terms of
performance and hardware/software resources), thus enabling
detection of safety-critical faults in the computational hardware
elements of the entire ADS. In contrast to full hardware or
software duplication, DiverseAV ensures data and (internal)
state diversity between the two agents. Moreover, DiverseAV is
a plug and play solution, and the engineering and development
effort for enabling DiverseAV is small (unlike for the abovementioned diversity techniques). To the best of our knowledge,
there is no existing work on achieving ADS redundancy by
leveraging temporal data diversity in sensors.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes and develops DiverseAV, a low-cost
redundancy technique for autonomous driving agents that
leverages temporal diversity for safety-critical error detection.
Our results show that DiverseAV trades off a marginal decrease
in error detection coverage to increase the overall system
availability significantly and to lower design complexity and
resource overheads compared to a tightly coupled fully duplicated system. In the future, we plan to explore and understand
the safety vs. reliability vs. resource overhead trade-off by
letting faults propagate through the system (e.g., by disabling
ECC in memory) and detecting them at the actuation level
through DiverseAV. The goal of such research would be to
understand the engineering margin and tradeoffs to provide
the utmost safety with minimal resource overhead, resulting in
more commercially viable vehicles. We also plan to explore
the efficacy of DiverseAV in other dynamical systems such as
unmanned aerial vehicles to understand its limitations, if any.
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